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Quick Intro Me:

 Played with Lego since 1979
 Developer since 2000
 Solution Architect since 2008
 Consulting Architect since 2013

Based in New Zealand
International experience in Singapore and Australia
Still codes for fun

https://www.linkedin.com/in/adriankearns
https://morphological.wordpress.com

Works at Middleware New Zealand
https://www.middleware.co.nz



Agenda & Introduction

1. The Cheat Sheet: What is it?
2. State of Mind
3. Cheat Sheet Development Process
4. Using Your Cheat Sheet
5. Use as an Internal Training Exercise
6. Substance: Areas of knowledge

A copy of all the materials presented here will be available on my blog: 
https://morphological.wordpress.com

You are welcome to use this internally within your commercial organisation as 
long as it’s only used for internal staff development, and not offered 

externally for payment, and the Creative Commons attribution is honoured.



The Cheat Sheet: What is it?

A prompt / reminder 
of the many concepts related to solution architecture, 
both the doing of it (methods) 
and the substance of it (an architecture).

Must be: easy to use, clear, fast to refer to, portable.





State of Mind

How effective the “cheat sheet” approach is 
for you may depend on how you like to 
learn.

I suspect I’m an autodidact & polymath.   
So self-guided learning works for me.

I don’t think this means you have to be an 
autodidact & polymath too.



State of Mind

We all have a world view, a mental model of 
how the world works.

As you become an architect you develop a 
related mental model of architecture.

For me, my mental model of architecture 
would have developed in parallel with the 
cheat sheet – each supporting the other.

Key Takeaway: the value is not just in the end product, but the journey as well.



Cheat Sheet Development Process

1. Find knowledge, information and wisdom.  Use multiple sources.
2. Develop the skeleton / foundations of your mental model: breadth.
3. Critically evaluate source and content, cross reference, challenge & 

interpret.  Discuss with others.
4. Distil things down to the core ideas; seek elegance and truth.
5. Throw it into a cheat sheet, try it out, see if it helps you.
6. Incrementally improve, but maybe don’t go overbroad.

Bottom Line: it is both a process and tool to help you, 
if it’s not helping then maybe you learn in a different way.



A note on Information Sources
1. Wikipedia is not a place bad start – if nothing else it can be good for discovering the 

breath of a domain or who leading figures are.  
• It’s also great for “laws”, fundamentals and classics, like: Fitts’s Law, Hanlon’s razor, cognitive 

biases, Frederick Brooks' ‘The Mythical Man-Month’.

2. Industry bodies / standards can be great – either as sources or links to sources.
• E.g. RFCs (e.g. HTTP), OSI, Cloud Native Computing Foundation, OpenAPI org, OWASP, CWE.

3. Existing bodies of knowledge can be great but might be an easy option.  These can be 
great for validating what you think you know.
• E.g. CMU SEI, IASA ITABoK, The Open Group, TOGAF, SABSA, Bredemeyer Consulting: Resources 

for Software and Systems Architects.

4. People / experts in the field – their blogs, conferences, presentations etc.  
Be sure to validate them as a source.  Academic papers can also be a good source.

5. Using vendors as sources can be useful, but its recommended you use multiple
vendors if possible. Be really aware of their commercial bias, product focus, etc.



Using Your Cheat Sheet

As a prompt:

1. Review it before key meetings.

2. Light-skim it immediately before 
key meetings.

3. During meetings.

4. In general, and whilst reviewing
work.

So that you:

1. Are better prepared in advance.

2. Can quickly switch context

3. Can be reminded of things you 
might be forgetting, especially if 
the topic of conversation changes.

4. Are confident, because you know 
you’re less likely to missing 
anything important.



Use as an Internal Training Exercise

I’ve put together a: 
“Architecture Cheat Sheet - Internal Training Exercise Outline”.

Feel free to try it out.  Use this deck to help you.

I’ll post it all on my blog.



Substance: Areas of knowledge

1. Meta / the universe (why, time, etc)

2. Design thinking

3. Logical layers, levels of granularity
• Layers vs tiers.

4. Views & Perspectives (formal and informal)

5. Solution Lifecycle / SDLC

6. Governance

7. Business & project management concerns

8. Information architecture
• Information lifecycle (CRUD)

9. System Quality Attributes & NFRs

10. Security

11. Performance

12. Deployment

13. Operation & support

14. Existing models/concepts, e.g.:
• Transactions (ACID)
• OSI Model

15. Anything else, e.g.:
• Licensing
• Intellectual property




